
4 bedroom Villa for sale in Gata de Gorgos
Reference: 647102

€1,600,000
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Key Features

4 bedrooms
2 bathrooms
450 m2 build
20000 m2 plot
Swimming Pool: No

Description
. The Costa Blanca is bustling with modern and touristic life. Lifestyles and housing wishes can be fulfilled for

everyone. If you are looking for the tranquility of the past, we have found the solution here in the form of a spacious

original finca with farmlands.. The approach route carefully reveals that you are going back in time. A stone bridge,

beautiful green fields and orchards with various fruits and vegetables give the rural feeling that distinguishes itself

from the beaches, bays and the sea.. . Once through the gate, the large finca appears and all is space. An open naya

over the full width of the finca. Here you can spend a good time, from sunrise to sunset, using the BBQ area, tables
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and chairs to accommodate the whole family.. When you enter through one of the doors, you step into the last century

without feeling that you have to give up all the luxuries. . Everywhere you look, you feel that there is a story. All walls

and shelves are reminiscent of neatly hung or placed.. The spacious lounge with fireplace is the central place from

where you will find an upstairs room and a bedroom on the first floor on the right. On the left is the spacious kitchen

where the family prepares and eats the food together.. . To the left of the main entrance, there is a staircase leading to

a guest bathroom. Once upstairs there are three spacious bedrooms, with air conditioning, and a shared bathroom.

High-sloping ceilings complete the rustic atmosphere.. A barn in which a fireplace, tables, and chairs call to celebrate

family celebrations and even...
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